ACCOMMODATION
We will be providing the accommodation facility at IIM Bangalore during Eximius ’17 (4-6
August 2017)
Paid accommodation will be provided at IIM Bangalore hostel campus. Please be informed
that it will be a multi-sharing based common room accommodation. Kindly refer to the
accommodation FAQ in case of any queries.
The charges are INR 200/person/night.
IIM-B Accommodation FAQ
1) Will accommodation be provided on campus?
Yes. Arrangements will be made for participants for night stay on campus.
2) What all is included in accommodation?
The accommodation will comprise of a mattress with bed sheet and pillow. It will be
arranged in students’ common room. Hostel restrooms can be used when required. Buckets
will be provided for the same.
3) Is the accommodation chargeable?
Yes. A small fee of INR 200/person/night will be charged.
4) What is the process of booking accommodation?
You can avail the accommodation by booking through Events High portal.
5) On which dates is accommodation available?
Accommodation will be available from 4th August (6 PM onward) to of 7th August (Till 9 AM)
6) Is there any alternate arrangement available?
There are a few hotels outside campus where participants can make their own
arrangements if needed. Organising committee will not be involved in such arrangements.
Note:
1. All outside participants are supposed to follow Hostel/Campus rules
2. Liquor is not permitted inside campus and IIM-B campus is a no smoking zone
3. Residential areas are out of bound for all outside participants
4. Outside participants are not permitted to use Sports Centre/Sports Facilities on campus
5. Sound level is supposed to be kept at lower levels and please be conscious about the
cleanliness of campus
6. If anyone found violating any of these rules will be subjected to disciplinary action
For any queries related to accommodation you can contact,
Name: Ananth Radhakrishnan
Phone No: 84410 00854
Email ID: ananth.radhakrishnan16@iimb.ac.in

Name: Abhishek Meena
Phone No: 97171 37833
Email ID: abhishek.meena17@iimb.ac.in

